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10 years of forecast by HIRLAM
surface radiation fluxes were compared to
Jokioinen and Sodankylä observations
in order to learn
How to use radiation observations for NWP validation
- can we evaluate model performance and detect changes?
How well does the HIRLAM radiation scheme HLRADIA,
available for testing also in HARMONIE-AROME,
behave in an operational NWP system?
Validation contains uncertainties
as both the models and the observations also do

Why still evaluate the simple old HLRADIA?
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”Our model applications in the future will
increasingly be devoted to very high resolution and
rapid updates due to the needs of forecasting
details in short time scales. In view of predictability
challenges at high resolution it is desirable to run
ensembles even at short forecast ranges. These
must be executed as fast as possible and hence a
fast but physically based radiation scheme such as
HLRADIA is desirable. On the other hand, application
of various radiation schemes may provide the
ensembles with realistic physics perturbations.”
See the radiation poster by Gleeson et al. for illustration how
the calling frequency of radiation schemes influenced
forecast radiation fluxes and precipitation in a convective case.
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Observed radiation fluxes offer a possibility
to validate NWP models
●

●

●

●

Observed and predicted fluxes correspond to each other more
directly than e.g. observed and predicted cloud cover or T2m
Radiation fluxes are nevertheless related to temperatures and
cloud physical properties
Reliable SW radiation fluxes are increasingly required for solar
energy development.
More ground-based and satellite (SW) observations become
available – how to use them for systematic monitoring and
validation of NWP models?

(from the HARMONIE radiation presentation in ASW16, Lisboa)

SURFACE RADIATION FLUXES
MEASURED IN
SODANKYLÄ OBSERVATORY
SWDN SWUP LWDN LWUP
How to use for monitoring and
statistical validation?
http://fminwp.fmi.fi/mastverif/

1st of April 2006 – 31st of March 2016
Hourly surface radiation
observations from Sodankylä
and Jokioinen

HIRLAM RCR forecast
surface radiation fluxes
fc+3h, fc+6h

Sodankylä
02836

Jokioinen
02963

→ 3 hour averages for comparison + SYNOP T2m, N and HIRLAM T2m

During the 10 years, also the
FMI surface observations have changed
All SYNOP observations are now taken care by
automatic weather stations (AWS)
Visual cloud cover observations were replaced by ceilometer
(instead of octas in daylight conditions,
we got quads at all times of day)
Measurement of downwelling longwave radiation
started also in Jokioinen
Instruments were installed and removed, sometimes data
were missing - as always in the operational work

During the 10 years, the FMI operational HIRLAM
NWP system has changed, but not too much

Eerola, K., 2013. Twenty-one years of verification from the HIRLAM NWP system.
Wea. Forecasting 28, 270–285. doi:10.1175/WAF-D-12-00068.1.
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Preprocessing of observation/model data
Detect and treat gaps
● Average radiative fluxes
● Calculate derived/additional variables
(SWDNtoa, clear sky fractions)
●

●

→ Time-series of observed and forecast
3-h averages and instant values
max. 29050* pairs for 2006-2016

*maximum amount represents T2m

Classification of the data
for the statistical analysis
Seasons
● Sky conditions: cloudy, clear
● Solar elevation
● Periods between observation or model changes
(Synoptic conditions, other criteria ...)
●

How to determine representative sky conditions
consistently for the model and observations?

Simulated and observed clouds
Clouds of NWP model seen by radiation parametrizations
3D grid averages of qi, ql, cloud fraction
Clouds given by SYNOP/AWS observations
Ntot, Nl, Nm, Nh, CL, CM, CH
Represent different physics, areas and times
● Contain different assumptions
● Model clouds evolve mostly based on (observed) humidity
● i.e. the cloud observations are only
● weakly tied to the cloud parametrizations
●

●
●

e.g. ceilometer Ntot v.s. model Ntot

Cloud cover and fractions of clear sky
How to compare observed/forecast clouds?
● How to classify radiation data according to sky conditions?
●

SFR8 = 1 − Ntot /8
SRF7 = SWD/SWDcle = SWD/ (ftr*Socosθ)
SRF7

●

SFR6 = SWD/SWDcle = SWD/ (0.83*Socosθ)

Clear-sky transmission factor ftr for CSI7
ftr

Solar elevation angle

Clear-sky transmission factor ftr for CSI7
ftr

→
Low solar angles are
interpreted as clear sky
by CSI7!
Solar elevation angle

Observation-based clear sky fractions in Jokioinen and Sodankylä
X-axis: (left) cloudy → (right) clear

Jokioinen 2006-2016

Sodankylä SFR8
04/2006-02/2008,
visual observation!

Sodankylä 2006-2016

Sodankylä SFR8
03/2008-03/2017
ceilometer!

Comparison of observation-based
clear sky fractions
SFR8 = 1 − Ntot /8
is dominated by the
cloudy (minimum) and clear (maximum) values

SFR7 =SWD/SWDcle = SWD/ (ftr*Socosθ)
interprets most of the low solar angle cases as clear cases

SFR6 =SWD/SWDcle = SWD/ (0.83*Socosθ)
is quite (too?) evenly distributed

Comparison between clear sky fractions is possible only when the Sun is above the horizon.
Large uncertainties appear in SFR6 and SFR7 when the Sun elevation is low. Usage of
SFR6, SFR7 or other corresponding indicators of sky conditions should be limited to
relatively high solar elevations. In the following comparisons of the forecast variables
(radiation fluxes and temperature) to observations, the observation-based SFR8 was used to
choose samples of cloudy (SFR8 < 0.3) and clear (SFR8 > 0.7) cases.

HIRLAM v.s. OBSERVED SFR6
Sodankylä 2006 - 2016
Day All

Observed fraction
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Global shortwave downward flux SWDS
Jokioinen 2006-2016

Cloudy: CSI8<0.3 Clear CSI8>0.7

Day All

Longwave downward flux LWDS Sodankylä

Night All

Reflected shortwave flux SWDU → Albedo
Sodankylä 2006-2016
1

2

3

Reflected shortwave flux SWDU → Albedo
Sodankylä 2006-2016
1 Observed and grid-square albedo represent different
things: the model flies well above the tree tops, but
the point observation sees a spot of white snow below

2

HIRLAM surface parametrizations were
updated in November 2011 - “ISBA newsnow” scheme

3

Sodankylä is located north of the polar circle
→ the Sun is below horizon ca. one week in winter

Reflected shortwave flux SWDU → Albedo
Sodankylä 2006-2016

)

1 Observed and grid-square albedo represent different
things: the model flies well above tree tops, but the
point observation sees a spot of white snow below

(

Day All

(

)

Longwave upward flux LWUS Sodankylä
2006-2010 old ISBA

2011-2016 ISBA newsnow

Day All

Day All

Night All

Night All
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Conclusions
During 2006-2016 HIRLAM performed generally well compared to surface
radiation measurements at two Finnish meteorological station. Small systematic
underestimation the SW absorption and overestimation of the LW absorption by
the atmosphere was found.
The SWDS bias of max. 20 Wm-2 may be due to the assumed inhomogeneity
correction of 20% of the cloud condensate content.
The LWDS bias of max. 5 Wm-2 could be avoided by modifying an extra correction
term of ca. +15 Wm-2 due to an assumed effect of “other greenhouse gases”.
Radiation fluxes showed large variability due to cloud variations. Classifying the
model and observation data according to cloudiness contains large uncertainties,
especially for solar radiation when the solar elevation is low.
The reflected SW radiation (→ albedo) shown by the model grid-average values
and observed locally are not comparable due to the representativity error.
Upwelling LW flux (→ Tsurf) suffers less of this problem, thus LWUP observations
might be used, to some extent, to measure the performance of model’s Tsurf

Thank you for attention!

Thanks to
Hannu Savijärvi, Petri Räisänen, Bent Hansen Sass
Anders Lindfors, Jan Masek

Parametrization of the radiative transfer
Solar (SW) radiation: scattering and absorption
Terrestrial (LW) radiation: emission, absoption, scattering
Physico-chemical properties:
Mass concentration
Size
In the air:
Grid-scale variables:
Shape
Gas molecules
T, qv, qi, ql, qr, qs
Composition
Cloud droplets and crystals
Aerosol (concentration)
Aerosol particles
Radiative fluxes
Optical properties:
Optical depth
Single scattering albedo
Asymmetry factor
Surface-atmosphere radiative interactions
Surface albedo and emissivity
Orographic radiation effects

Characteristics of surface types
Surface elevation
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